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Abstract: The aerodynamic formation flight, which is also known as aircraft wake-surfing for
efficiency (AWSE), enables aircraft to harvest the energy inherent in another aircraft’s wake vortex.
As the thrust of the trailing aircraft can be reduced during cruise flight, the resulting benefit can
be traded for longer flight time, larger range, less fuel consumption, or cost savings accordingly.
Furthermore, as the amount and location of the emissions caused by the formation are subject
to change and saturation effects in the cumulated wake of the formation can occur, AWSE can
favorably affect the climate impact of the corresponding flights. In order to quantify these effects,
we present an interdisciplinary approach combining the fields of aerodynamics, aircraft operations
and atmospheric physics. The approach comprises an integrated model chain to assess the climate
impact for a given air traffic scenario based on flight plan data, aerodynamic interactions between
the formation members, detailed trajectory calculations as well as on an adapted climate model
accounting for the saturation effects resulting from the proximity of the emissions of the formation
members. Based on this approach, we derived representative AWSE scenarios for the world’s major
airports by analyzing and assessing flight plans. The resulting formations were recalculated by a
trajectory calculation tool and emission inventories for the scenarios were created. Based on these
inventories, we quantitatively estimated the climate impact using the average temperature response
(ATR) as climate metric, calculated as an average global near surface temperature change over a
time horizon of 50 years. It is shown, that AWSE as a new operational procedure has a significant
mitigation potential on climate impact. For a global formation flight scenario, we estimated the
average relative change of climate response to range between 22% and 24% while the relative fuel
saving effects sum up to 5–6%.

Keywords: aircraft wake-surfing; formation flight; air traffic management; fuel savings; climate impact

1. Introduction

The principle of formation flight as it can be observed with migratory birds (see
Figure 1) has been known for over a century and Wieselsberger [1] was the first to describe
the underlying principle. In contrast to other flocks of birds that mainly serve the purpose
of self-protection against predators or other purposes such as navigational advantages,
some migratory birds use this technique to tap an external source of energy as it is given
by another bird’s wake vortex in order to save energy and to extend their range during
migration [2]. In principle, during formation flight the following birds position themselves
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in the wake vortices of the preceding birds literally surfing on the upwash of the wake and,
therefore, using less energy for flight. If the preceding birds get weaker after some time,
they fall back, and the leading positions are swapped with the followers.
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Figure 1. Migratory birds flying in a typical V-shaped formation (photography by Tobias Marks).

This aerodynamic effect can be transferred to man-made aircraft and is nowadays
also called aerodynamic formation flight or aircraft wake-surfing for efficiency (AWSE).
As with the migratory birds, the thrust of an aircraft flying in the upwash of another
aircraft’s wake can be reduced. Figure 2 shows the basic configuration of a two-aircraft
formation performing AWSE as modeled within this work. The follower aircraft is assumed
to position itself about 30 wingspans behind the leader (extended formation flight; EFF)
in the stable part of the wake vortex of the leader. To avoid buffeting and to maintain a
stable flight state the follower is assumed to be positioned in the upwash field created
by the leaders wake vortex with its wingtip at about 5% of the wingspan outside of the
vortex core.
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As by self-induction the wake vortex descends behind the leader, the follower needs
to fly lower. However, as the follower positions itself in relation to the wake vortex of the
leader and not to the leader itself the vertical displacement is not considered in this work.

While conducting AWSE the follower finds itself in an uprising air mass and would
increase its altitude if not compensated for. This can be achieved by introducing a descent
in relation to the surrounding air mass. As a result, the thrust setting needs to be reduced in
order to maintain a stable flight state [3]. The thereby harvested energy can then be traded
for longer flight time, larger range or less fuel consumption, the latter leading to cost savings
or higher payloads accordingly [4]. These prospects make AWSE interesting for aviation
and since the first description of the basic principle, research has been conducted on the
various aspects of this new procedure to adapt it to man-made aircraft. Beside research in
aerodynamics, aircraft design and control theory, flight testing (e.g., [5–8]) showed that the
new procedure can be successfully executed by aircraft and that a considerable reduction
of the fuel flow of the follower aircraft can be achieved in practice. To introduce this
new procedure for a wider range of flights, operational aspects have to be considered in
addition to the flight testing. Several works focused on the estimation of optimal joint
flight tracks for formations (e.g., [9–11]) as well as on the prediction of the achievable fuel
saving benefits on system level based on real world flight plan data (e.g., [12–15]). For an
exemplary fleet of aircraft, the estimated values for the relative fuel saving benefit were
found to be within the range of 3–5%. Other research areas connected with formation flight
include regulations (e.g., [16]) as well as flight planning [17] and more.

In the context of anthropogenic climate change, a new facet of aerodynamic formation
flight appears as the reduced fuel consumption also yields a reduction of the emission
of greenhouse gases (or precursors). Introducing a novel approach, we present for the
first time an analysis of the potential climate impact reduction due to AWSE on a fleet
level, by identifying formations based on global flight plan data. Within our approach
several aspects are considered such as routing, aerodynamic modeling as well as the climate
impact of CO2 and especially non-CO2 effects, arising from contrail-cirrus, NOx- and H2O-
emissions. The non-CO2 effects are particularly important, considering that location and
quantity of the emissions caused by a formation can change due to the adapted routing.
Furthermore, saturation effects of both contrail formation and ozone formation occur in
the cumulated wake of a formation [18,19].

2. Approach and Methods
2.1. General Approach

In order to quantify the climate impact mitigation potential of AWSE, this paper
presents an interdisciplinary approach combining the fields of aerodynamics, aircraft oper-
ations and atmospheric physics in an integrated model chain. The approach we followed in
the study is depicted in Figure 3. It shows the two main studies that we conducted in order
to assess the climate impact of AWSE as two branches with a global study (left branch)
in contrast to a regional study focusing on the North Atlantic flight corridor (right branch).
In the latter wind effects were considered additionally for optimization of the formation
routing. Both studies are generally based on two-aircraft formations, assuming both aircraft
to maintain a stable AWSE formation during cruise flight, constituting a single beneficial
segment. However, possible maneuvers such as positional changes, breakups or rejoins are
not considered. Furthermore, we assumed that the formation maintains a fixed altitude
(formation cruise altitude; FCA) as well as a fixed speed (formation cruise Mach number;
FCM) while conducting AWSE. In the following, the two studies are briefly described,
followed by a detailed description of the applied methodology used for the single steps.
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recalculation and the climate assessment of the identified formations.

2.2. Global Study

In the global study, representative formation scenarios are derived for the world’s
major airports by an assessment of global flight plans. Due to the huge amount of possible
two-aircraft combinations between the single flights, the formation candidates are initially
filtered in order to exclude all impractical formations. All remaining formation candidates
are subsequently modeled and evaluated using surrogate models that can predict the
AWSE benefits based on the formation route geometry (FRG) and the general mission data.
Based on this assessment, the formation candidates with the highest relative benefit are
selected to constitute a formation flight plan. The formations contained in this formation
flight plan are subsequently recalculated by applying an adapted trajectory calculation
tool. In our approach we use databases to assess the aerodynamic interactions between the
formation members during the trajectory calculation to estimate the changed fuel flow of
the follower. The trajectories are then used to derive emission inventories for the scenario
under evaluation. Based on these inventories, the climate impact is then quantitatively
estimated using the average temperature response (ATR) as climate metric, calculated as
an average global near surface temperature change over a time horizon of 50 years using
an adapted version of the climate model AirClim [20] accounting for the saturation effects
in the cumulated wake of the formation [18].

2.3. Regional Study

In the regional study, a special focus is set on the North Atlantic (NAT). Since wind has
been shown to bear a strong effect on the optimal routing and the achievable benefits [21]
as well as on the optimal timing [22] of a formation, these effects are additionally considered
in the regional study. For a predefined set of double origin–destination pairs (DODP), wind
optimized formation- and reference routes are estimated. These routes are then used to
assess the climate impact by detailed recalculation, creation of emission inventories and
climate assessment as in the global study described above. Although the regional study
does not represent formations derived from actual flight plans, it can be used to assess the
climate effect of formation flight in more detail, since the distribution of emissions can be
assumed to be closer to reality.

2.4. Methodology

The methods used for the global and regional studies comprise the identification of
formation candidates, route modelling and optimization, surrogate modelling of benefits,
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trajectory calculation, aerodynamic modeling, climate impact modeling and more as shown
in Figure 3. All these methods are briefly presented in the following.

2.4.1. Identification of Formation Candidates

For the global study, an identification of formation candidates is performed using
flight plan data extracted from the Sabre AirVision Market Intelligence Database (Sabre-MI).
In order to reduce the enormous amount of possible formation pairings, several filters
reduce the viable options based on flight time, location of origin and destination airports,
range and the direction of the particular flight tracks (see [23]). Further filters can be set for
aircraft types, carrier, airports, and more. The filter settings for the global study assessed in
this paper can be found in Section 3.1.1.

2.4.2. Geometric Modeling of Formation Routes

In a second step, the formation candidates identified during the previously described
process are modeled by a geometric approach as presented by Kent and Richards [11]. Based
on the geographically optimized locations of the rendezvous (rendezvous start point; RSP)
and separation point (separation end point; SEP), as well as the origins and destinations of
the formation members, full formation route geometries (FRGs) are constructed constituting
great circle segments between the given points. Figure 4 shows a schematic view of the
general construction of such a FRG as assumed within this work. Each FRG is set up
by seven segments: approach (index a), continuation (index c) and reference (index ref)
for both leader (index ld) and follower (index fw), as well as their common beneficial
segment (index b). The approach, beneficial and continuation segments constitute the
AWSE mission (index awse) in contrast to the reference mission of a formation member
which is considered in the global study to be the direct great circle connection between
origin and destination.
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However, if the departure time constraints given by the flight plan are considered,
the geometrically optimal rendezvous location (RSPgeo) might not be reachable by the
formation members simultaneously. Therefore, the geographically closest applicable ren-
dezvous location (RSPopt), that fulfills the given timing constraint, is modeled according to
Drews et al. [23]. Figure 4 shows the schematic adaption of an FRG to these constraints
(orange, dashed). The rendezvous line (green) marks all possible locations of rendezvous
points for the considered formation pairing. The optimal rendezvous location RSPopt
is assumed to be located as close as possible to the geometrically optimal rendezvous
location RSPgeo.

2.4.3. Benefit Assessment by Surrogate Models

The benefit estimation for an AWSE formation is based on surrogate models, estimat-
ing the relative AWSE efficiency metric λ f for the whole formation (index f). This metric
represents the difference between the burned fuel mass for the reference mission mBre f
and the burned fuel mass for the AWSE mission mBawse set into relation of to the burned
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fuel mass of the reference mission mBre f and aggregated for both formation members
(see Equation (1)). Here, ∆mB f represents the absolute fuel savings of the formation and is
additionally used as the absolute formation efficiency metric during the evaluation.

λ f =
∆mB f

mB f re f
=

∑ mBre f − ∑ mBawse

∑ mBre f
(1)

In general, each FRG can be described by the detours σ and relative lengths of the
different segments ξseg as given by Equations (2) and (3) for both leader (index ld) and fol-
lower (index fw). Here, S depicts the length of the air distance of a segment or full track,
corresponding to the ground distance in the windless case.

σ =
Sawse − Sre f

Sre f
(2)

ξseg =
Sseg

Sawse
(3)

Together with the mission parameters (passenger load factors, l f ; FCA; FCM) and a
scaling length (formation route length of the leader, Sawse ld), a full formation mission can
be described using 11 parameters [24].

The absolute and relative formation metric can then be estimated by the surrogate
models using these parameters according to Equation (4).

λ f = f
(

σld, σf w, ξa ld, ξa f w, ξb ld, ξb f w, ξc ld, ξc f w, l fld, l f f w, Sawse ld, FCM, FCA
)

(4)

To create the corresponding surrogate models, the Kriging method is applied on a
set of sample data constituting various FRGs and mission settings selected by design of
experiments (DOE) methods. Here, sample plans for model creation and validation are
derived for all parameters by Latin hypercube sampling (LHS). The benefits for the sample
and validation data are then calculated using the trajectory calculation and aerodynamic
modelling as described in the next section. The surrogate models are then created and
validated by using the calculation results accordingly. A detailed description of the process
of surrogate modelling of formation flight benefits is presented in [24].

2.4.4. Trajectory Calculation and Aerodynamic Modelling

For the recalculation of the trajectories, an adapted version of the trajectory calculation
module (TCM) is applied, which calculates 4D aircraft trajectories using the total-energy
model for solving the flight mechanical equations of motion in combination with aircraft
performance data, Base of Aircraft Data (BADA 4.2) from EUROCONTROL [25,26].

Within this work the aerodynamic modeling according to Figure 2 is assumed. Here
the follower positions itself in the stable part of the wake vortex of the leader at about
30 wingspans behind and with the wingtip 5% of the wingspan outside of the vortex core.
As the strength of the wake vortex of the leader depends on its flight state and weight, in the
AWSE case the leader’s trajectory is handed over to the follower during the calculation
process and the vortex strength is accounted for in the calculation of the reduced fuel
flow of the follower. The follower’s benefits for the current flight state are derived from a
database of precalculated drag values for the AWSE condition (drag reduction database,
DRD) and solo flight (base drag database; BDD). During the trajectory calculation these
benefits for the current flight state are obtained from the databases depending on the
leader’s and follower’s masses, altitude, speed and the follower’s position in the vortex.
The process to set up the corresponding databases using the Athena Vortex Lattice (AVL)
method is described in [27]. A comparison of the AVL method to an analytical model and
the approach used in this paper is presented in [28].

Additionally, wind effects can be accounted for in the course of the trajectory calcu-
lation process depending on the scenario under evaluation using European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) wind data. As the TCM is optimizing the
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trajectories in terms of fuel consumption, fuel-for-fuel effects are included in the calculated
block fuel masses of the formation members.

2.4.5. Wind Optimal Modeling of Formation Routes

Not only are the AWSE benefits of a formation influenced by wind, but the optimal
FRG is also affected. For the estimation of wind optimal formation and reference tracks
in the regional study an optimal control approach was developed as presented in [21].
Here, for each segment of an FRG a wind optimal track is calculated using an optimal
control approach. In order to build up a full FRG, all segments of a formation are calculated
separately are finally connected. The resulting FRG is subsequently assessed using the
surrogate models as described in Section 2.4.3. This is possible as the surrogate models
use the formation route length of the leader (Sawse ld) for scaling the benefits. In the wind
affected case Sawse is given by the air distance in contrast to the windless case where
Sawse corresponds to the ground distance. As the geographic locations of the rendezvous
(RSP) and separation points (SEP) are variable, they are subject to optimization. Therefore,
to find the wind optimal geographic locations of these points, a higher-level pattern search
algorithm is used varying both locations simultaneously, pinpointing the combination
with maximum benefit. As it is assumed that the AWSE formation takes place along the
cruise segment of the affected flights only, the optimizer additionally takes the geographic
locations of top of climb (TOC) and top of descent (TOD) into account. To estimate the
locations of TOC and TOD under wind influence, a standard climb profile is mapped on
the wind optimal ground track accordingly.

2.4.6. Derivation of Emission Inventories

As input for the climate impact assessment, the changes in the geographical distribu-
tions of engine emissions are determined. So called emission inventories, i.e., 3-dimensional
grids (horizontal and vertical) that contain the amount of emissions per species in each grid
cell, are created. For this purpose, the engine state is evaluated along the trajectory and the
amount of emissions in each trajectory segment is calculated from the fuel flow. For CO2
and H2O emissions this is done by multiplying the fuel flow with a constant emission index
(EI) of 3.15 (CO2) and 1.24 (H2O), respectively, and integrating it over time. The EI of NOx
is not constant, but strongly dependent on the engine thrust and thermal conditions in the
combustor, which is why we use the Boeing Fuel Flow Method 2 [29] in conjunction with
engine certification data, as provided by the ICAO Engine Emission Databank. Since this
database contains ground test measurement data valid for the landing and take-off cycle
(LTO), the in-flight conditions have to be translated (“reduced”) to equivalent sea-level
conditions to correlate the fuel flow with the measured fuel flow data and obtain the
corresponding NOx EI, which is finally re-transformed to in-flight conditions. Based on the
resulting segmented emission data, a gridding algorithm calculates the emission portions
and assigns it to the relevant grid cells.

2.4.7. Climate Impact Assessment

The climate response model AirClim [20,30] is used to calculate the differences in
climate impact between the different scenarios (with and without the effects of AWSE),
based on the emission inventories. The tool is a non-linear climate-response model, which
comprises the atmospheric response to local emissions and thereby establishes a direct
link between emission location and their associated radiative forcing, resulting in an esti-
mated near surface temperature change, which is presumed to be a reasonable indicator
for climate change. AirClim has been designed to be applicable to (changes in) aircraft
technology, including the climate agents CO2, H2O, CH4, and O3 (latter two resulting from
NOx emissions) and contrail cirrus. The climate response model combines a number of
precalculated atmosphere data with aircraft emission data to obtain the temporal evolution
of atmospheric concentration changes, radiative forcing and temperature changes. Dedi-
cated high-resolution simulation of contrail processes [19,31] and atmospheric chemical
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responses with climate chemistry models [18] show, that the ozone and contrail-cirrus
impact in formation flight are reduced by roughly 5% and 50%, respectively. Thereby
the mitigation impact is split evenly between leader and follower. The climate impact is
calculated as an average global near surface temperature (average temperature response,
ATR) over a time horizon of 50 years. For quantitative estimates of climate impact, as pre-
sented in this paper, the relative difference of the temperature responses δATR is used
as climate metric. It is defined as the difference of the temperature responses from the
AWSE (ATRawse) and the reference scenario (ATRre f ) related to the reference scenario
(see Equation (5)).

δATR =
ATRawse − ATRre f

ATRre f
(5)

2.5. Reference Settings

The emissions of both formation members during the formation mission will be
compared to the emissions of both reference flights, which are given by the direct flights
each aircraft would take in solo mission. In order to establish comparability and to properly
assess the effects of the AWSE benefits the reference missions are set to use the same
altitude and cruise speed as the formation in contrast to the long-range cruise speed
(LRC) and optimal step climb profiles that the solo flight would otherwise operate on.
Hence, two settings are distinguished throughout this work. OPT denotes the setting with
optimized step climb profile and LRC for the reference missions whereas FXD in contrast
describes the assumption that the reference missions are conducted at the same altitude
and speed as the formation missions. The latter scenario will help to better disentangle
various climate-relevant effects.

3. Results

In this chapter some general statistics for the different scenarios are presented followed
by an analysis of the route geometries and benefits that can be obtained by the scenarios
under evaluation. The best formations concerning the fuel saving benefit will be identified
and the geographic distribution of the formations will be presented. Finally, the emissions
of the scenarios as well as the climate impact mitigation potential will be assessed.

3.1. Overall Formation Statistics

Table 1 summarizes some general statistics from the global and regional studies to get
a first impression of their extent. As the calculation process for the regional study differs
from the global study not all entries are applicable.

Table 1. General statistics for the different scenarios assessed in this study.

T30 T50 ALL NAT

single flights after filtering 10,457 16,503 32,939 n/a

beneficial formations 2701 5599 16,046 n/a

selected formations 1122 1878 4569 n/a

unique formations 155 292 795 648

feasible/selected formations 100 203 555 334

single flights 1434 2558 6564 668

percentage 13.7 15.5 19.9 n/a

3.1.1. Global Study

Based on the given flight plan data, we identified a set of formation candidates for
the global study while several filters were used to reduce the huge amount of possible
combinations. The flight plan data we used for the studies contained all commercial flights
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of October 2014 (Sabre-MI database). Furthermore, we only considered routes longer than
5000 km for pairing up aircraft, in order reduce the data to long haul flights that can be
expected to achieve high AWSE benefits. Since the aerodynamic data were not available
for each combination of aircraft types at the time of conducting the study, our preliminary
evaluation focused on the aircraft type Boeing 777 for being both, leader and follower.
Concerning the overall scope of the global analysis, we evaluated three main scenarios
constituting different sets of origin and destination airports: T30 and T50 (30 and 50 most
popular world airports by passengers in 2017) and ALL (all 297 airports contained in the
flight plan).

In line 1 of Table 1, the number of single flights after the filtering steps (route length,
aircraft type, airports) of the original flight plan are presented. For these flights, all viable
formation candidates were then modeled and assessed resulting in a number of beneficial
formation candidates as shown in line 2. Since some aircraft were assigned to more than
one formation candidate the number of selected formations by relative fuel savings with
no duplicate entries of a single aircraft are shown in line 3 constituting the formation flight
plan. As some formations occur multiple times over the considered time period, line 4
shows the number of unique formations therein.

The feasibility of a formation is checked only during the recalculation process of
the trajectory; therefore, it can occur, that some formations are not feasible due to flight
performance limitations. The affected formations are then removed from the formation
flight plan. Line 5, therefore, shows the number of feasible formations as for the reference
setting FXD. As the occurrence of the feasible unique formations varies, line 6 presents the
resulting amount of single flights and line 7 the percentage of these flights regarding all
considered flights in the respective study (line 1).

It can be seen, that the percentage of flights assigned to a beneficial AWSE formation
increases with the global scenarios from 13.7% to 19.9%. This can be explained with
the effect, that more flights foster more opportunities of pairing up aircraft to beneficial
formations. The values of assessed beneficial formations (line 2–4) confirm this effect.
Note that the percentage of the flights in formation is relative to the single flights after the
filtering process.

3.1.2. Regional Study

As the North Atlantic Flight Corridor (NAFC) represents one of the most frequented
airspaces of the world, we focused in the regional study on this particular area. In the
following the regional study will, therefore, be called NAT study. In order to give a more
complete picture of the potential AWSE benefits, while focusing on the climate effects,
we used the same scope of the study as used by the authors in another work dealing with
the optimal timing and arrangement of formations on the North Atlantic [22]. Here, for a
set of representative major Central European (AMS, CDG, LHR) and North American (ATL,
JFK, ORD) airports all possible combinations of two-aircraft formations were calculated
for eight representative weather patterns characterizing the weather on the North Atlantic
according to [32]. We used the wind optimal FRGs of this study to assess the climate impact
for the NAT scenario.

As the regional study follows a different approach than the global study not all lines
of Table 1 are applicable. Line 4 presents the amount of unique formations between the
selected DODPs and line 5 the amount of feasible and selected formations as for each DODP
and weather pattern both arrangements of the formation members have been assessed and
only the best combination was selected for further investigation. Finally, line 6 shows the
amount of resulting single flights. A more detailed description of the scenario setup can be
found in [22].

3.2. Comparison of Reference Settings

Considering at the study settings OPT and FXD, as defined in Section 2.5, a variance
regarding the AWSE induced benefits can be observed. While the AWSE missions of the
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formations remain unchanged the reference missions are varied concerning speed and
altitude depending on the chosen setting. Figure 5 shows the relative (λ f ) and absolute
(∆mB f ) formation efficiency metrics for the different studies and the different reference
settings.
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It can be observed, that if both, altitude and speed of the reference mission are
constrained to the specification of the formation (setting FXD) the relative benefits increase
as the reference mission is using more fuel than in the optimal case (setting OPT). For the
global studies we estimated a difference of the average relative fuel savings between the
two options in the range of 1.45–1.55% and for the average absolute fuel savings in the range
of 2000–2200 kg. For the regional study we estimated a difference of around 1.72% for the
relative and 1835kg for the absolute fuel savings. As the FXD setting represents comparable
conditions for reference and formation missions it is more suitable to disentangle the climate
effects and is, therefore, selected for further investigation within this study. However, in a
real-world formation scenario, the reference flight would presumably choose an optimal
flight profile and thereby indirectly reduce the AWSE benefits of the formation.

3.3. Route Geometry and Benefit Analysis

Figure 6 shows the relative (λ f ) and absolute (∆mB f ) efficiency metrics, detours (σ)
and relative lengths of the beneficial segment (ξb) for leader (orange) and follower (green)
and the FXD setting for both the ALL and the NAT study. It can be observed, that for
the relative and absolute benefits the follower generally consumes less, the leader more
fuel while participating in an AWSE formation. This can be explained by the fact that the
additional fuel consumption resulting from the detours, both formation members need to
take to join the formation, are only compensated for the follower. The total benefit of the
formation (red) turns out to be positive. The average values for both studies are presented
in Table 2.

The ALL study, in comparison to the NAT study, shows a considerably wider dis-
tribution of the values due to a greater range of FRG variance, as the formations in the
NAT study generally are more similar to each other. This can be seen in the statistical
distribution of the FRG parameters (see Figure 6) as well. The spread of the values of the
ALL study is generally larger than the spread of the values for the NAT study. For example,
the average detours are at about 2.5% for the follower and 3.6% for the leader for the
ALL study whereas in the NAT study the detours in average stay at around 0.8% for the
leader and 1.1% for the follower. Furthermore, the distribution of the relative length of
the beneficial segment ξb in the ALL study shows a considerably wider spread compared
to the NAT study. The average length of the beneficial segment ranges between 75–90%,
depending on position in the formation and study, indicating that long haul flights provide
larger beneficial segments. In all studies, the follower shows a slightly shorter beneficial
segment compared to the leader. Further investigation is needed to clarify if this is an effect
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caused by the selection process of the formation candidates or resulting from a different
effect.
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Table 2. Average statistics for the different scenarios assessed in this study and the FXD setting.

T30 T50 ALL NAT

Mean sd Mean sd Mean sd Mean sd

λ f [%] 5.9 1.96 5.35 2.22 5.66 2.28 7.57 1.34

∆mB f [kg] 7162 3066 6555 3137 6923 3401 7536 1494

σld [%] 3.25 3.25 3.75 3.66 3.57 3.66 0.81 1.48

σf w [%] 2.30 2.52 2.93 2.66 2.52 2.62 1.1 2.13

ξb ld [%] 88.50 3.77 88.09 3.58 88.27 3.83 81.54 7.51

ξb f w [%] 79.13 11.59 78.41 11.81 77.29 12.71 78.08 8.02

Figure 5 shows, that for the different global studies similar distributions of the relative
benefits are obtained with average values λ f between 5% and 6% (FXD setting) resulting in
average absolute savings ∆mB f of about 6500 kg to 7200 kg of fuel per formation. Among
the evaluated global studies, the T30 study was identified to achieve the highest relative
benefits for the flights under evaluation. This is presumably a result of the airport selection,
as the selected airports are located mainly in Europe, North America, the Middle East and
Asia. Airports located geographically close to each other generally foster formations that
are more profitable, since the length of the beneficial segment is maximized and detours are
minimized. The mean values and standard deviations for the efficiency metrics, detours
and beneficial segment lengths for all studies are presented in Table 2. Here the T30 study
shows the lowest detours and the highest formation segment lengths compared to the
other global studies as well as the smallest standard deviations for almost all parameters.
The ALL study shows the highest deviations which can be assumed to be a result of the
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higher variability of the FRGs due to the global extent of the study. Further investigation is
needed to clarify this assumption.

For the NAT study the benefits generally turn out to be larger than for the global
studies (see Figure 6 and Table 2) and the spread and standard deviations of the values
are considerably lower than the values for the global studies. Here, as for the T30 study,
the selection of origin and destination airports leads to more profitable formations with
considerably lower detours, even when taking wind effects into account.

3.4. Formation Ranking

In order to get an idea of the fuel saving potential of AWSE in this chapter the five
formations yielding the highest relative and absolute fuel savings found in the ALL study
are shortly presented in Table 3. We describe a formation by a double origin destination
pair (DODP) given by the two origin (O) and destination (D) airports of the formation
members (IATA airport codes) using a nomenclature as “Old-Dld/Ofw-Dfw”.

Table 3. Ranking of DODPs by λ f and ∆mB f for the ALL study and the FXD setting.

DODP Rank
by λf

λf
[%]

Rank
by

∆mBf

∆mBf
[kg]

σld
[%]

σfw
[%]

ξb ld
[%]

ξb fw
[%]

RUN-CDG/MRU-
CDG 1 11.184 3 17,954 0.323 0.213 94.22 93.55

IAH-DOH/DFW-
DOH 2 10.964 1 23,530 0.279 0.585 94.80 95.91

LHR-GRU/CDG-
GRU 3 10.500 6 17,254 0.986 0.155 92.49 93.81

DFW-DOH/IAH-
DOH 4 10.292 2 22,088 2.183 0.009 95.28 95.94

FRA-SGN/CDG-
BKK 5 9.961 9 16,605 0.816 0.106 86.76 89.32

MRU-CDG/RUN-
CDG 6 9.882 5 17,725 0.243 0.274 93.65 94.39

ATL-DXB/IAD-
AUH 13 9.327 4 17,846 0.055 2.573 90.87 95.04

The formation identified in the ALL scenario with the highest relative benefit turned
out to be RUN-CDG/MRU-CDG originating from La Réunion (RUN) and Mauritius (MRU)
going to Paris Charles-de-Gaulle airport (CDG) as common destination. This formation
was estimated to reach a relative benefit of more than 11%. These high values can be
explained by a very long AWSE segment (about 93–94% of the total route) and very small
detours (0.2–0.3%).

While looking at the absolute benefits, the ranking shows a slightly different order.
The formation with the highest estimated absolute fuel savings was identified to be IAH-
DOH/DFW-DOH originating in Houston (IAH) and Dallas (DFW) going to Doha (DOH),
saving about 23,530 kg of fuel in total followed by the formation with changed aircraft
positions DFW-DOH/IAH-DOH with 22,087kg of estimated fuel savings.

3.5. Geographic Formation Distribution

For all studies we assessed the geographic distribution of the formations using global
formation inventories. The formation inventories are derived by summing up the number
of formations passing through a specific grid cell. Figure 7 shows the corresponding
inventories for the different studies within this paper. Note, that approach and continuation
segments are not represented in these inventories.
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It can be observed that the amount of formations strongly increases in the global
scenarios (Figure 7a–c), when more flights from more airports are considered and more
opportunities for formation flight occur. As the scenario size grows from T30 to T50 to ALL,
more formations occur in Asia, the Middle East and to the southern hemisphere. In all
three global scenarios, a high formation density on the North Atlantic is recognizable (A).
Note, that in all scenarios we only considered formations among B777 aircraft. The global
maps may change if we had accounted for additional aircraft types in our analysis. Yet,
the results can give a first hint on the geographical distribution of formation opportunities.
The results presented in this paper show that, even when the aircraft are constrained to a
single type, the NAFC as one of the most frequented airspaces of the world holds a high
potential for formation flight, legitimating a closer look on this area. Another area with
high formation densities we identified between Europe and the Middle East (B). Here,
the big hub airports channel many flights from Europe to Asia, generating opportunities
for pairing u aircraft.

As the NAT study is not based on real flight plan data the formation inventory
(Figure 7d) shows a more compact distribution reflecting the adaptive formation routing
due to the weather patterns under evaluation. As the European airports examined in the
study are located rather close to each other the geographic variance of the wind optimal
rendezvous points for all combinations (C) is smaller than for the separation points [21,22].
An area with high formation occurrence forming a kind of formation corridor can be
identified, beginning at the Irish Sea (C) to the US state Maine.

3.6. Emission Distribution

Figure 8 shows the inventories for the fuel consumption as a proxy for the emissions
for the ALL study combined for leader and follower as well as for the reference and the
AWSE scenario. For a better interpretability, a logarithmic scale is used. In the AWSE case
(b), the flight tracks of both formation members are equal during the beneficial segment
and only differ in the approach and continuation segments leading to a more condensed
distribution of the fuel consumption compared to the reference scenario (a). Especially
in North America, this merging of the fuel consumption in the AWSE scenario is clearly
visible (A).
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To further assess the difference between the AWSE and reference scenario, Figure 8c
shows an inventory of the differences in fuel consumption per grid cell using a linear scale.
The shift of fuel consumption due to formation flight can clearly be identified in this figure
with blue color indicating a decrease and red color indicating an increase accordingly. In the
AWSE scenario both formation members may change their track in favor of the formation.
The circumstance that both aircraft strive to minimize their detours and to maximize the
benefits leads to the effect, that areas with decreasing and increasing emissions can be
found to be situated close to each other. This effect is clearly visible, e.g., on the North
Atlantic (B).

For the NAT study the corresponding fuel inventories are presented in Figure 9.
Analogous to Figure 8, the locations of the fuel consumptions are merged together in the
AWSE scenario compared to the reference scenario especially in the areas of approach
and continuation of the formations (A, B). The overall geographic extend of the fuel
consumption is slightly reduced as the routes are shifted in order to join the formations.
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Figure 9c shows the inventory of the differences in fuel consumption for the NAT
study using a linear scale. The above-mentioned effect of shifting the fuel consumption in
favor of the formation routes can clearly be identified. Especially in the region of origin and
destination airports, the approach and continuation segments of the formations drastically
change the emission location (A, B).

3.7. Climate Impact

For the different studies and the FXD setting the resulting relative temperature re-
sponses δATR (see Equation (5)) in total are presented in Figure 10a both for the leader,
follower and the whole formation.
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In all studies we found a positive effect of the AWSE scenario with respect to the
reference scenario on the climate impact. In our analysis, the reduced contrail effect as well
as the NOx effect is split evenly among the two formation partners. Hence, the leader also
shows a reduced climate impact despite an increased fuel burn. The follower contributes
even more to the effect as its fuel burn is additionally reduced by AWSE. The climate
impact mitigation gains for the studies we performed averages out at about 22–24%.
A more detailed analysis of the climate effects of formation flight is given by [18], where
implications for individual, direct, and indirect effects are presented.

Figure 10b shows the relative climate effect against the relative fuel saving benefits for
the ALL and the NAT study. Here we identified a correlation for both studies, meaning
that the more fuel is being saved (positive λ f ) the more reduction of the climate effect
is obtained (negative δATR). However, a strong variation of the values of δATR for the
individual flights can be observed. This effect is presumably resulting from the geographic
distribution of the formations and the variability of the underlying FRGs. In the NAT
study this variation we found to be considerably lower than in the ALL study, as the routes
are basically located in the same geographic region. However, the results imply that the
construction of a surrogate model to assess the climate impact mitigation potential on the
North Atlantic based on the FRG and the corresponding AWSE benefits might be feasible.

4. Discussion

The results show that formation flight and AWSE as a new operational procedure has
a significant mitigation potential regarding the climate impact of aviation. Using current
flight plans, we found that the fuel saving potential is already significant, even when
limiting on a single aircraft type, as many opportunities for formation flight using AWSE
for fuel saving were identified analyzing the data. Especially the region of the North
Atlantic we found to hold a high potential for conducting AWSE as many opportunities for
joining aircraft together can be expected while due to the close vicinity of the origin and
destination airports detours can be minimized and AWSE duration maximized. However,
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it needs to be noted, that the overall climate mitigation potential of the new procedure we
identified within our studies, needs to be interpreted in relation to all flights within the
time period of evaluation.

The studies we conducted show in addition, that the climate impact mitigation po-
tential of formation flight using AWSE can be expected to be even higher than the effects
caused by the reduced fuel consumption of the follower aircraft alone. For a global scenario,
we estimated the average climate impact reduction to be in the range of 22–24% while the
fuel savings average out at about 5–6% for equivalent altitude and speed settings in the
reference missions. This finding can be attributed to effects caused by overlying the two
contrails of both formation members, as a notable shift of the geographic location of the
emissions occurs from the single flights towards the joint formation routes. This implies
that formation flight even without AWSE already might be reasonable from a climate
impact mitigation perspective.

Furthermore, we found, that the correlation of the relative change in climate response
and the fuel saving benefits especially on the North Atlantic region might allow for the
creation of surrogate models predicting the fuel climate mitigation potential of a formation
based on a set of simple parameters. However, further investigation is needed to confirm
this assumption.

Another aspect that has to be mentioned is the fact, that due to the detours that both
formation members need to take, the cash operating cost (COC) savings can be expected
to be lower than the fuel savings alone. It will be interesting in future works to select
formation candidates by COC or even direct operating costs (DOC) instead of fuel savings
alone as it can be expected that this will result in different formation flight plans and hence
lead to different emission scenarios.

As the studies we conducted were limited to a single aircraft type, future work will
also include the simulation and analysis of larger scenarios, giving a more complete picture
of the climate mitigation potential of formation flight and AWSE to substantiate the findings
presented in this work while at the same time expanding our understanding of the relation
between climate effects and scenario parameters.
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AMS Amsterdam Airport Schiphol, Netherlands
ATL Hartsfield–Jackson Atlanta International Airport, USA
ATR average temperature response
AVL Athena Vortex Lattice
AWSE aircraft wake-surfing for efficiency
BADA Base of Aircraft Data
BDD base drag database
CDG Charles de Gaulle Airport, Paris, France
COC cash operating cost
DOC direct operating cost
DFW Dallas Fort Worth International Airport, USA
DODP double origin-destination pair
DOH Hamad International Airport, Doha, Katar
DRD drag reduction database
ECMWF European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
EFF extended formation flight
FCA formation cruise altitude
FCM formation cruise Mach number
FRG formation route geometry
IAH George Bush Intercontinental Airport, Houston, USA
JFK John F. Kennedy International Airport, New York, USA
LHR Heathrow Airport, London, England
LHS Latin Hypercube Sampling
LRC long-range cruise speed
LTO landing and take-off cycle
MRU Sir Seewoosagur Ramgoolam International Airport, Mauritius
NAFC North Atlantic flight corridor
NAT North Atlantic
ORD Chicago O’Hare International Airport, USA
RUN Roland Garros Airport, La Réunion, France
SEP separation end point
RSP rendezvous start point
TCM Trajectory Calculation Module
TOC top of climb
TOD top of descent
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